
Arnold Communications tested Brand Essence on 
its VW campaign and successfully raised VW brand 
awareness by 45%, brand consideration by 25% and 
sales by 22% because it used Brand Essence as a  
focusing tool for its campaign. Through Brand  
Essence, Arnold Communications was able to use the 
information on the target audience’s  
psycho-demographics and demographics to create a 
“Drivers wanted” campaign that highlighted the car’s 
ability to provide the target audience with an  
intelligent, outspoken, egocentric and confident 
driving experience. The campaign also highlighted 
the independent, risk-taking experience that the car 
could provide for the highly-motivated, young and 
adventurous targeted VW consumer. Ultimately, the 
campaign meshed with target audience.
In its strategy with The Hartford, Arnold  
Communications strayed from its Brand Essence  
and allowed too much creative independence. Its 
decision to not inform its television ads director with 
the “Bring It On” concept was a huge contribution 
for the failed campaign. The initial opposition and 
decision to stray from this “Bring It On” concept, on 
top of The Hartford’s dislike to the commercial spots 
also created the failed 1997 media plan. Moreover, 
decisions to stray from the initial target audience 
created rifts in the campaign’s success with the client 
and the consumer insurance audience. Overall, the 
creative work failed to completely relate to the initial 
Brand Essence, thus Arnold Communications should 
not have presented the campaign.

Brand Essence’s performanceWhat is Brand Essence?
Arnold Communications created a unique campaign  
procedure built on comparing every targeted media  
approach off of one succinct brand essence idea. This 
brand essence idea was developed through various  
consumer interviews and focus groups targeted at  
figuring out rational and emotional attachments  
consumers had to the client brand. As a result, this 
idea and the resulting integrated media campaign, 
would answer the key challenge Arnold  
Communications found in its client’s current market 
position. The Brand Essence theory provides Arnold 
Communications with a reliable criterion for all of its 
advertising, focusing every advertisement to fit the 
campaign as a whole while also the target audience’s 
needs. Detrimentally, the Brand Essence strategy can 
potentially cause clients to view the technicalities 
in making the Brand Essence video (i.e. quick video 
cuts, special effects, etc.) as the company’s true core 
values, when in reality it is another set of ideas. Also, 
clients can fall into the “Demo love” belief and expect 
their campaign to be a shortened version of the clips 
used in the Brand Essence video, which usually  
consists of hard-to-secure copyrighted material.

The Hartford account: its  
future actions
Arnold Communications needs a focused media plan 
that targets the older, more affluent target audience. 
It must re-produce its commercials to air during its 
target audience’s prime time and promote the 
 emotional ideas attached to The Hartford:  
confidence, empowerment and a solid insurance 
that handles every situation, yet still allows its  
consumers the freedom of experiencing life. It  
additionally needs its commercials to show a more 
proactive audience tackling life rather than watching 
it unfold. This re-branding will focus the campaign 
back on its idea of “Bring It On.”


